Activity 2
What Do You See?

Objectives:
- Highlight how two or more people can experience the same event or situation yet walk away from it having distinctly different perceptions and impressions about it.
- Understand that we all view the world around us through a lens that has been shaped by our individual experiences.

Materials:
- Images below

Steps:
1. Display the image(s).
2. Discuss how the activity uses images that can be perceived in different ways:
   - What do you see?
   - Can you see it another way?
   - Even when you are able to recognize two images, does one image dominate your perception?
IMAGES for Activity 2

[skull or woman gazing in a mirror]
Images for Activity 2

[old man in profile or old man and woman holding a baby standing under an arch]
Images for Activity 2

[and older couple, a vase, two men playing guitar/listening]